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PUBLIC ENTITIES AND POLICIES 

INTEGRATION OF THE UNEMPLOYED 
THROUGH ECONOMIC ACTIVITY 
A policy that should be secured 

Integration through economic activity (IEA) is an original scheme: the State 
entrusts over 3,700 private entities, whom it granted €846m in subsidies in 2017, 
with the task of providing the unemployed individuals furthest from employment 
with socio-professional assistance. The European Social Fund (ESF) and local 
authorities also contribute towards their funding. 134,000 individuals were in the 
process of undertaking integration courses within these structures at the end of 
2017. 
The Cour des Comptes has a positive view of this scheme, which provides  
responses to the integration difficulties experienced by the public in question.  
In order to improve its performance, it has formulated ten recommendations  
to the Ministry of Labour and to Pôle Emploi (French unemployment agency). 
 

An original scheme for individuals far from  
employment 
 
IEA, which was introduced in the 1970’s by local stakeholders, and which is still driven by 
them, has gradually benefitted from institutional recognition. The scheme consists of 
placing individuals who are particularly far from employment in work situations and of 
setting up integration courses to sustainably address this issue through internal 
assistance within hosting structures. IEA has become one of the main mechanisms 
fighting against long-term exclusion and unemployment. Today, it is better supported by 
the new national strategy to prevent and to combat poverty. 
Based on placing individuals in work situations, providing socio-professional assistance 
and training, it provides suitable responses to a public with few qualifications, benefiting 
from minimum social benefits and experiencing professional and social difficulties.  
IEA shows encouraging results, but which are insufficiently and incompletely evaluated. 
 

A policy that should be secured through more suitable funding  
and more effective management 
 
Integration structures rely on fragile economic models and means are not allocated to 
them in an optimal manner. Though funding comes from a wide range of sources (local 
authorities, ESF, etc.), over half comes from position aid (aide au poste) granted by the 
State. However, the process for the allocation of such aid is management-intensive and 
complex for integration structures and for the départemental units of Regional 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Directorates for Enterprises, Competition Policy, Consumer Affairs, Labour and 
Employment (Direccte).  
Aid is now mainly granted by renewal and the current terms for performance-based 
adjustment have not yet proven effective. Management of aid must be simplified and 
smoother, and access to training should be made easier. The coordination of 
stakeholders at territorial level also requires improvement and territorial strategies should 
be revitalised. 
Lastly, the integration sector needs more visibility over future public funding, the 
professionalisation of its permanent employees and relays to traditional economy. 
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